Hello, Phoebe is my name.
From very little, I was found understandable and keen to
detect different human personality. I am also a good
storyteller, crazy about culture and history. Basically, my
inspiration comes from many places— moves, video,
theater art, interaction in between people etc. Believe
that it could bring more deep thought and meaning.
And bring some positive, even elegant and bold mind for
all the viewers.
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Learnin g Experie nce
Studied in National Yunlin University of Science and Technology Creative Design since 2015
Win a first prize in 綠具人, 2015
Student Association of Creative design Department, under the position of event planner.
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SELF INTRODUCTION
YUN FEI TSENG

I am a Senior at National Yunlin University of Science and Technology, majoring in
Creative design. I have had coursework in graphic design, product design and motion
graphic. I have been able to put this knowledge into use in my work. Currently, I am
working in MOOCS information Center, as a student assistant, and
Did lots of media project. In my extra time, I make some handcraft of fabric for sales.
And also in CI vision team in our department for graduation exhibition. I could do
different type of design, like website, motion graphic, handcraft, graphic design, CI
project, even product design. It is hard to image that during my early studies I had no
clue about any types of design. But I knew I wanted to do something creative. My
passion for arts was identified by my parents when I was in 5th class. Except drawing
I participate different kinds of talent, including traditional Zither and calligraphy. Each
received a well down response. Make me always have interest to try something new,
and try to do everything perfect.
But I know this kind of personality, sometime would ignore the most important
things because of too much events. So now I always tell myself rather to be
dedicated in one thing, not everything good.
About my personality, I am influenced by my mom, who told me how to be a decent
person from her life. I was wise in reading faces, and be polite also respect everyone.
owing to several transfers in my childhood, I thought I am good at communication
and interpersonal skill. I felt comfortable in making new friends, even in network to
meet somebody abroad. I have several Japanese friends that had an opportunity to
closely interact with people of different cultures. I learned to adjust myself with the
people of different taste, sentiments and cultures. I find myself very comfortable mix
with the people of different cultures.

Sincerely
Yun-Fei, Tseng

